


Determine what type of door is required. 
Bath – bypass doors and bath screens 

Shower – bypass, pivot or hinge doors 

Steam shower – bypass, pivot or hinge doors with transoms 

Corner – neo-angle, round, walk-in or rectangle doors 

Select a glass style. 
Several glass options are available on select doors. Depending on your design strategy and preferred level of 

privacy, KOHLER® shower doors offer clear, patterned and translucent glass.  

Choose a frameless or framed door. 
Frameless – heavier, thicker glass eliminates the need for structural framing and creates a sleek, contemporary 

look and feel with minimal framing. Shower door handles and towel bars are available in an array of durable, 

lustrous fi nishes to complement any bathroom décor.

Framed – a metal frame is mounted to the edges of the glass door panel, adding structure to the glass for solid 

operation. Frame and hardware fi nish options coordinate seamlessly with KOHLER bathroom fi xtures and faucets.

Expectations for today’s shower 

environments have evolved, 
and now more than ever, homeowners are 

choosing shower doors over curtains to control 

water spray, accommodate their preferred design 

aesthetic, and provide spa-like luxury and comfort. 

KOHLER® shower doors offer innovative, beautiful 

designs that deliver water-tight, smooth operation. 

Featuring CleanCoat™ technology, every KOHLER 

shower door actively repels water and mineral 

buildup, signifi cantly reducing cleaning time and the 

need for harsh chemicals. 

Combining exceptional performance with an 

extensive selection of door styles, our shower 

door offering helps you create sophisticated shower 

spaces that refl ect your personal needs and 

preferences. To be certain the shower door you 

select will deliver the desired style and performance 

benefi ts, you’ll want to complete the following steps.

Determine the correct measurements for the door opening. 

A. Top Width 
Measure the distance from wall to wall at the top. If this differs slightly from the bottom width, use the larger measurement.

B. Bottom Width 
Measure the distance from wall to wall at the bottom. If this differs slightly from the top width, use the larger measurement.

C. Height 
Measure the distance from the top of the bath ledge or shower base to the top of the wall unit or tile wall where you want the door to 

be located. Select a door with a maximum opening equal to or greater than your measurements.

All KOHLER shower doors feature CleanCoatTM technology, a protective layer that repels water and residue away 

from the glass. This innovative coating makes cleaning easy and keeps the shower door beautiful.
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Bath Screen
Designed to multitask effi ciently while providing stylish, contemporary 

appeal, KOHLER® bath screens embody simplicity and fl exibility.

What are the benefi ts of choosing a bath screen?

Three panel screens extend to nearly four feet and function as an effective 

water shield or fold conveniently out of the way into a single 20-inch panel. 

Engineered to pivot into the bath when folded, bath screens ensure that 

water remains in the bath and not on the fl oor. The trackless, hinged design 

allows bathers to rest their arms comfortably and affords easy access to 

the bath.

Where would I use a bath screen?

Because they provide increased accessibility – similar to that of a shower 

curtain – with decidedly contemporary design lines, bath screens are 

an ideal choice for the modern family bathroom. Our bath screens 

accommodate baths that are fi ve feet or more in length. 

Bypass
With design elements that include towel bars 

and line-matched detailing, KOHLER® bypass 

bath and shower doors are well-suited to a 

variety of design styles.

What are the benefi ts of choosing 

a bypass bath or shower door?

Bypass bath and shower doors feature two 

overlapping panels that effortlessly glide back 

and forth. They offer ease of installation and 

a practical, space-saving solution for smaller 

bathroom environments. 

Where would I use a bypass bath 

or shower door?

A perfect option for baths, bypass doors also 

accommodate showers that are wider than 

48 inches. Available in frameless or framed 

models, bypass doors coordinate with any 

bathroom décor.

Fluence® bypass shower door. K-702207-L-NXMinimaTM corner enclosure. K-705791-L-SHP

MinimaTM bath screen. K-705793-L-SHP

What are the benefi ts of choosing a corner 

shower enclosure?

KOHLER corner shower enclosures provide space-saving designs that 

complement a variety of bathroom environments from classic to European 

modern. Line-matched models create a unifi ed look for the bath while 

models that offer a refi ned, minimalist appeal showcase the details of a 

tiled enclosure. 

Where would I use a corner shower enclosure?

With their exceptional space-saving capacity, corner shower enclosures 

bring inspired design to smaller bathroom spaces. But if conserving space 

isn’t a concern and designing an open, sleek shower environment is, KOHLER 

corner shower enclosures deliver the look 

you desire.

Corner
With walk-in, rectangle, round and neo-angle options, the KOHLER shower 

door offering features distinctive, elegant solutions for corner applications. 

CyanTM curved panel. 
K-705789-L-SHP
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Pivot
Pivot shower doors swing open like traditional 

doors, enhancing architectural interest in the 

bathroom and creating a clean, sleek look. 

What are the benefi ts of 

choosing a pivot shower door?

The KOHLER® pivot door offering provides both 

framed and frameless models, with frameless 

models featuring ¼"- to ½"-thick glass for 

outstanding structural integrity and singular beauty.

Where would I use a pivot shower door?

Delivering undeniable sophistication to the 

bathroom, pivot shower doors are versatile enough 

to adapt to a variety of shower confi gurations as well 

as complement an array of design plans.

Steam
No longer enjoyed only at the gym or spa, 

steam showers have become a must for many 

homeowners. Kohler offers an array of unique 

steam shower doors to help you complete 

your shower experience. 

What are the benefi ts of choosing a 

steam shower door?

Steam shower doors help transform your bathroom 

into a home spa where warm steam surrounds you, 

potentially relieving stress and cleansing the body 

of impurities. KOHLER® steam shower doors 

seal the shower enclosure for effi cient 

management of steam.

Where would I use a steam 

shower door?

Available in both pivot and bypass models 

depending on the size of your shower enclosure, 

our steam shower doors allow you to create a 

coordinated, personalized retreat in any bathroom 

with steam capability. Select models include an 

adjustable top panel, known as a transom, to 

ventilate the shower.

Pinstripe® heavy glass shower door. K-705723

Kathryn® steam pivot shower door with transom. K-702216-L-NXPinstripe® heavy glass pivot shower door. K-705723-L-SHP
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